
Urben Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Teamwork Unleashed
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Re-imagine the Meeting

Collaboration is more than just “video”. A Microsoft Teams Room is a window into the wider workplace, richly integrated with the tools, 
policies, and processes that businesses need day-to-day.

Urben’s engineering expertise makes it easy to unleash the full collaborative capabilities of Microsoft. 



The Best Collaborative Experience

The only triple-screen solution for Microsoft Teams. 
The immersive executive-style environments allow you to 
communicate effectively with others and focus on the valuable 
data that ultimately drives business decisions.

Urben’s expertly-engineered systems combine the best of Teams 
capability, with the industry’s best immersive video and 
data technology.
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Urben Trio ranges from 55”-98” 



More than just a screen share. Urben leverages Microsoft Surface 
Hub technology to create collaborative suites perfect for 
Project/Situation Rooms, or any team-based collaboration and 
idea generation.

Combine the benefits of intuitive touchscreen and local sharing
with Teams. Boost productivity and creativity, whether participants 
are on-site, virtual or a combination. 

A Whole New World of Teamwork
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Best of Both Worlds
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Navigate the hyper-connected meeting space with ease. The 
flexibility of Urben dual-screen systems makes them perfect for 
anything from a four-person environment right through to 
large boardrooms. 

Urben Dual ranges from 55”-98” 



Packs a Punch
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Create awesome global standards for your Microsoft Teams 
estate. Customisable and scalable, Urben single-screen solutions 
allow you to bring Teams to any location, whilst still ensuring a 
consistently great user experience.

Urben manage the logistics of rollout from planning to execution, 
ensuring you get a sleek and versatile Teams solution, with minimal 
onsite disruption.

Urben Single ranges from 55”-98” 



Enable the full Microsoft workplace experience, anywhere. 
No matter how big or small, power and data connections are 
all that’s needed to run an Urben solution featuring Teams.

Small, but Mighty
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Urben Lite ranges from 43” and 49” 

What would take days of pre-configuration and integration is 
done off-site, with our smallest all-in-one systems popping up in 
just a matter of minutes.



Contact us at hello@urbentech.com to discuss 
any aspect of your Microsoft Teams estate.

Do it once, do it right

UK +44 (0) 330 221 0220USA +1 (844) 242 2093


